Run Detail Query

- m-Fin FINANCIAL DETAIL
- Project Reports > m-Fin PROJECT ACTUALS DETAIL
Not currently planned for m-Fin.
PAYROLL DETAIL
PROJECT PAY-ALL
SPECIFIC PAYROLL ACCT

• Employee id
  o m-Fin PAYROLL TRANSACTIONS
• Org, program, project, or speedtype
  o m-Fin FINANCIAL DETAIL
  o m-Fin PAYROLL FISCAL YEAR
  o m-Fin PAYROLL FISCAL YEAR DETAIL

ENCUMBRANCES

• Org, program, project, or speedtype
  o m-Fin FINANCIAL DETAIL

POSITION BUDGETS-ORG
POSITION BUDGETS-PROGRAM
POSITION BUDGETS-SPEED
POSITION BUDGETS-POSITION

• m-Fin POSITION BUDGET
• m-Fin POSITION BUDGET II Planned. We intend the output for this one to be arranged more like the PSLite report.

BY DATE Run Query

Not currently planned for m-Fin.